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1. 05-09

42. Ibland tänker jag, innan jag ska träffa honom, om jag bara gör mig SÅ vacker ikväll – så vacker att han inte klarar av att göra mig illa, 
då kanske jag klarar mig. Även Djävulen tror jag kan ha svårt att förstöra det som är vackert.

43. Jag har klivit upp ur sängen, kunde inte sova. Skruvar åt vattenkranen till badkaret. Innan jag kliver ner i badkaret står jag och tittar på 
vattnet. Vattenkranen har slutat droppa. Ytan är plattare än den tomma natthimlen. Jag känner ett stort obehag inför den stilla vattenytan, 
men jag vet inte vad jag ska säga om det.

43. Jag nickar plötsligt till, jag måste ha somnat. Vattnet är iskallt, jag drar upp knäna mot mig. Glödlampan i badrummet lyser starkt och 
jag kisar. Framför mig i badkaret sitter Djävulen, hans svans rör mitt lår. Hans leende.. hans leende vågar jag inte prata om. Jag vill gråta. 
Men jag vet att det gör honom upphetsad.

102. Avloppet i handfatet har lätt att fånga min uppmärksamhet. Men jag har aldrig vetat vad ihålighet är. 

102. Vattenkranar är äckliga – sen är dom inget mer. Äckel är inte vackert, vad man än får höra. Jag har inte ätit på tre dygn, så jag kan 
vara underbar.

115. Sedlar är fettiga, att titta på dem smakar precis som tjära. Det är bara när jag ser kolresterna efter att de brunnit upp som jag vågar 
börja andas. De torra sedlarna har gått upp i rök, ångats till glömska. Återigen vill jag doppa mina tår i kall mjölk.

123. En vecka senare nu. Jag tänkte att jag borde skriva ner det. Men jag hör bara barnröster. Något slags ljus. Jag flyr ämnet. Och lyssnar 
istället efter barnröster, ”alice”, jag kallar på mig, trots att ingen bär mitt namn.

124. Kläderna ligger på golvet och osar; en tjatig doft av salta fingrar, billigt tuggummi, oskuld, blod.

När jag tvättar och tittar på hur tvättmaskinen snurrar runt, runt, tänker jag att kläderna också är jag, och att jag är kläderna. Medan jag 
sitter här och tar hand om kläderna så sitter de också där inne och tar hand om mig. Vi är syskon. Jag tycker om maskinens motoriska 
ljud, och ibland sitter vi, min syster och jag, och ler innerligt åt varandra. När djävlarna använder mig så är jag egentligen bara kläder 
som brukas, inte mer.

125. Jag ska alltid niga när jag håller fram handen och ska ta emot hans pengar. Jag fokuserar och tänker att det är en fågelunge som 
läggs i handen, en offergåva, jag sluter handen och låtsas att jag kväver den lilla ungen, intalar mig att det är för dess egen skull, så den 
ska slippa se dagens sterila ljus.

127. Antingen har du inte skruvat upp elementen eller så är värmen fortfarande av. Jag står i mitt kalla nattlinne och mina frusna fötter 
klamrar sig med tårna över varandra. Jag gör ingenting, jag bara väntar mitt på vardagsrumsgolvet och det är kallt. Nu hör jag hur du 
spolar i toaletten och jag får för mig att jag blivit stum. Jag ber att golvet ska förvandla mig till ett isblock innan du hinner se mig.

127. ”Blunda inte”, hans ord ekar i mig. Jag älskar att få blunda, det är som att bada. ”Blunda inte”, hans hånleende är en nagel rakt 
igenom min rygg. Jag fokuserar blicken på en liten spik som sticker ut från den fula tapeten, där det kanske hängt en tavla. Jag tänker att 
det förut har hängt en löjlig målning av ett rådjur i skogen, och jag ler.



146. Nedtecknat igår: ”Du tror jag säljer min kropp – egentligen säljer jag min tid. Jag är inte Askungen – jag väntar inte på nån prins.”

423. Ett träkrucifix är fastspikat på väggen ovanför sängen. Min BH hänger förstrött i korset. Vet inte hur länge den hängt där. Solen håller 

på gå upp, den kryper torrt fram över sovrumsgolvet. Mina ögon ligger på den bleka tapeten. ”Vad tänker du på?” djävulen har vaknat, 

vridit sig mot mig, kräver min uppmärksamhet. Jag är tyst, gör ett modigt försök att känna efter, men säger, helt innerligt att ”jag vet 

inte – ingenting”. När jag säger det, känner jag en obekväm tomhet smitta mig. Inga skuggor andas någonstans, rummet har ett täckande 

passivt ljus över sig. Absurditetens döda ljus.

431. Att snöflingorna är planeter, nedsänkta med änglarnas hjälp, seglar ner från den eviga rymden. Jag tittar på de tusentals stjärnorna 

och det känns som om jag tittar på en spegel. För första gången på länge känner jag att jag kan strunta i djävlarna, jag kan välja mitt eget 

öde: att göra snöänglar, äta glass, eller se på TV, vilket som. Jag är osynlig - jag kan nu gå igenom bilar. De tysta djuren väntar redan 

utanför: löven, svamparna, sköldpaddorna, valarna.

439. Ikväll hittar jag nog inte tillbaka dit. Jag vill springa tills jag svettas guld.

440. I sätet tvärsemot mitt på tåget sitter en djävul. Han känner inte igen mig, jag tänker inte så mycket över varför han inte gör det, jag 

förstår varför, men ändå inte. Han läser tidningen, sitter brett med benen och har tydliga konturer. Jag tittar ut genom fönstret, skogen 

och billyktorna forsar som ett flimrande vattenfall, och jag slits anonymt med, utan målsättningar: mitt öde är ett brännande brus, ett 

bländande ljus.

490. Jag veckar mitt namn, alice alice alice. Tre gånger, och det känns som hö. Jag är i feber. Sträcker mig mot mitt ansikte i skyltfönstren; 

ansiktet är som såna nedklottrade ord ur en anteckningsbok som jag inte längre kan tyda. Min hand.. min hand. Jag är Jesus på korset i 

hans sista andetag: Min gud.. min gud, varför har du övergivit mig? Mynten till färjekarlen tar metamorfosen till blott metafor. 

Jag betalade inte färjekarlen. 

533. Jag sitter fortfarande vid bordet och dricker mjölk, det är mörkt utanför fönstret, jag vet inte hur länge jag har suttit här, eller hur 

mycket mjölk jag druckit. En man i rummet tittar på mig och sneglar skeptiskt på mitt stora glas med immigt kall mjölk, som om han 

frågade ”du vill verkligen dricka mer sånt där?”. Jag svarar tyst genom att jag tar upp glaset och dricker. Jag vet inte om jag tycker om 

mjölk. Men det matchar min väska. Min väska är Chanel. Jag bär ett kors kring halsen, det hänger ensamt i luften medan halsen böjer 

sig, böljer, jag rör mig som vatten, blankt och fettigt, som de svarta och oljiga fjädrarna på svanen. En månlöshet täcker himlen utanför, 

som ett långt utdraget suckande.



2. PRAYERS AND REALITY

When Baudrillard is talking about how reality is disappearing, he doesn’t refer to a lack of reality, but rather the opposite, an excess of it. It’s 
too-real, it is hyper-real. But what does it mean that it’s too real? The reality of things has been drawn so close together, the distance between things 
is disappearing, things are coming so near that reality is instantly operationalized because of an excess of effectivity. Reality is already-realised. An 
allegory of the simulation of reality is what Baudrillard describes by referring to a mythical tale of cartographers that draw up a map so detailed 
that it ends up exactly covering the world, but the map become so torn and old over time that only a few shreds could still be found scattered over 
the desert. Today though, the real is not a model of origin or reality, according to Baudrillard, the world no longer precedes the map, but instead 
it is the map that precedes the world, and it is the world whose fragmented shreds are now scattered in the wind here and there. We could have a 
sense of tracing the real but we are again and again faced with the map. 

The clearest indicator of this loss of reality is probably the actual usage of the narrowed concept of “experiences” – that we have experiences. 
We may recognize a striving to own experiences, without wanting to actually experience the experiences. An example of this could be a common 
attitude about reading books, where we often want to know what the core of the book is before taking on to read it, as if we want a brief wikipedia 
summary what the book will give, what I will win, before I would invest in reading it. But then of course, if we know what we will win we will 
not need to read it anymore. Again the effect precedes the cause. In this time of  hyper-speed we will actually find ourselves very passive, because 
the distance between things as well as our wish to quickly consume an end with fastest means possible are becoming more and more instant, 
we consume so fast and multi-layered that we finally have no need to move. The nihilistic acceleration of speed is something that flips over into 
un-moving, and there will be no need to linger. We become “unmoving movers” and we do not need to move because reality is already at hand. 
The obscenity of this already-realised reality is well exemplified by Baudrillard when he laborates on pornography and sexuality, and stresses 
how pornography makes sex all-too-clear. Pornography is more sexual than sex, and the hyper-real is more real than the real. “It is clear”, he says, 
“that in pornography the body is, at its whole, realised. Maybe the definition of obscenity is, where, becoming-absolute-real, is something which 
up until then was threatened metaphorically or had a metaphorical dimension. Sexuality, and seduction, always has a metaphorical dimension”. A 
striking example of what Baudrillard fear from the consequence of a sexuality that is too-realised is the situation in Japan concerning their sex life. 
The BBC-documentary No sex please, we’re Japanese (2013) is investigating the causes of what they consider a critical situation of their sex lives. 
Whereas most of the world fearing over-population, the government of Japan rather fear the opposite, as they seen a population decline by over 
a third in the last few decades, and this simply because married couples do not have sex. This loss of sexual activity might seem odd in a nation 
that is literally so strongly bursting of sexual influences. Japan has probably the most sexually intensified public space in the world: billboards 
with sex content, sex related advertisement, the manga culture, the so called schoolgirl syndrome and so on. The documentary shows how men are 
too stressed for the fact of needing to actually perform in real sexual acts with their wives, and instead they stop by at various public institutions 
to consume pornography on their way home from work. They reach in for the effects, the already-realised experience without having to perform 
it. Effects precede causes. Ends precede origins. And pornography precedes sex. Real events will not have time to take place, it is preceded by its 
operationalized effectivity. They don’t have sex, because sex has become too-instant. Sexuality becomes too-real, so it disappears. 

The French collective writing group Tiqqun speaks about the importance of noise in the book Hypothesis of Cybernetics (2013). Noise is what 
interrupts the effective machinery of transparency, it makes cracks in the effectivity, it can be hacking, an art performance or political action, but I 
think that most often a poetical mood is what is most noisy. It is “whatever that can’t be reduced to 0 or 1 and treated by a binary machinery, it is 
escape routes of flickering desires that is not put at use in general circuits of evaluation”. I think that what Tiqqun calls noise is what Baudrillard 
probably calls seduction. When we are seduced we are given a distance to things which is too-near, it’s a poetical distance, when we seduce we 
are at the same time seduced. We are given a noisy thickness, even to ourselves, we are given a sense that we are strangers to ourselves and the 
transparent effectivity loosens its fixation. It can be anything, flickering glimpses in our everyday life, when we in the corner of the eye see our 
mirroring reflection in a window display and sense that something is dislocated but we can’t put our finger on it. Edgar Allan Poe describes a man 
sitting at a café out through the night, and how he is at first commonly watching the crowd of people streaming past on the street, but he is care-
fully starting to note everyone’s personal details as they are walking, and he is struck by the odd sensation that everyone is alive, just as himself. 
He is seduced and falls into a blushing mood and tenderness before everyone among him. This can be compared to childish and banal sensations 
one can experience while gazing at the starry sky at night. Up there are other planets, we look upon them and can easily imagine how it would be 
inverted, to be looking down at our own planet, how tiny it would seem, like an anthill, and suddenly the social spectacles rules and norms seem 
ridiculous. It is banal, but yet a blushing honest feeling of seduction. Tiqqun says that “the city has no outside”, but in this seduction of the starry 
sky we seem to forget about the spectacle of the city for a moment. Anne Carson is also well describing a moment of seduction from one of her 
childhood memories in her book Decreation (2002). 



I awoke and came downstairs and stood in the living room. The lights were on although it was hushed and empty. The usual green 
sofa and chairs stood along the usual pale green walls. It was the same old living room as ever, I knew it well, nothing was out of 
place. And yet it was utterly, certainly, different. Inside its usual appearance the living room was as changed as if it had gone mad. 

She was saying “I caught the living room sleeping”. The room is the same, but it’s a glimpse of the room preceded by its transparent effectivity, it 
has in some sense been “de-created”, it is glowing of a vital simulation. Further on she will get back to this example and use it for describing how 
ones self too should be de-created in a similar manner. One could call her example, by Baudrillard terms, to be an enchanted simulation, because it 
distances reality. On the opposite side of the spectrum we find pornography’s disenchanted simulation, because it too-much-realises reality. What 
Albert Camus in The Myth of Sisyphus (1942) describes as moments of experiencing absurdity is something that also can remind about such expe-
riences of seduction in every day life: 

A man is talking in a phone behind a glass wall, you can’t hear him, but you can see his empty mimic - and you wonder why he is 
alive - the absurd. When I absorb myself in looking at a self-portrait - the familiar but at the same time unpleasantly strange twin 
brother we meet in pictures of ourselves - once again the absurd. 

Baudrillard is saying that “we are never exactly present to ourselves, or to others. And this radical alterity is our best chance of attracting and being 
attracted, of seducing and being seduced.” Camus could not stress less through out a lot of his writing how we as human beings always will remain 
strangers to ourselves and that we are never self-identical. There is no “truth” about our self, no glittering pearl of a self that from the bottom is 
shining through. The old models of the subject as a one-point-perspective are neither suitable nor make any sense in our contemporary culture of 
accelerated consumtion. The notion of the “self” is a very fragile construction today. As regards who we are in the world and when we inhabit a body, 
a time or a location, we are simply so much more extended in fluidity than before. And this fluidity has no boundaries. Once again, “the city has no 
outside”. Time which is exceeding itself and competing with the sun, the subject which is swallowing itself and hungers for the world. No matter 
where we are, we can swipe any other localisation, or identification. We are finding ourselves in an avalanche which in its consistent pursuit for char-
acter is grinding all functionable identities into meaningless dust. As we are now replacing emptied out experiences with the experience of emptiness. 
This is obviously something that could cause good reasons for some sort of worrying feeling or restlessness, fear of loneliness, or rootless feelings 
about the self, and maybe it’s not weird that such a thing as the so called “chain blanket” becomes a popular psychological treatment for patients with 
sleeping disorder due to too much worry. The chain blanket is a blanket stuffed with heavy chains that gives weight as if something keep the body 
in place, it gives the body contours and boundaries. It causes the person to feel safer while sleeping and not so restless. The chains locate you in the 
world and make you feel less abstract, it imbue you in the old model of subjectivity’s illusionary one-point-perspective. It is actually quite absurd 
to talk about the self, and that’s why Tiqqun says that “the question of what today is masks and what is not is pointless. It is simply GROTESQUE 
to talk about it, to try to establish yourself beyond the spectacle” because there is no truth about the self. Absolute truth is what Baudrillard calls 
nothing else but simply death:

If the world would be self-identical, if the same were identical to the same, we would be faced with the unconditional truth of 
things, with absolute reality. And absolute reality is what murders the real. 

Trying to unmask images in order to try to reveal their “true nature” is dangerous. There is the example of the religious iconoclast’s movement, that 
tried to destroy all images, pictures, icons, crucifixes and symbols of God in order to get closer to God. They considered the images to be empty 
representations of the real nature of God, and they hoped that the reality of God would shine forth in divine light after eradicating all symbols. This 
is clearly unsuccessful, and dangerous. The religious vitality of God and the enchanted simulation is ofcourse alive in all of this. In the same way 
we can consider our self-image, would our “true self” shine forth in purity if we destroyed all accessories, all expressions, clothes and properties of 
our merely “shallow symbols”? 

The attitude of the effective world is in the end making life itself becoming realised, we become good citizens, and Baudrillard is often hypotheti-
cally comparing it to social clones in a dystopian way. Life itself, and our self-image and general lifestyles, social roles, would move into a type of 
abstraction. It becomes an effect preceded by its cause where we use means for an end, and this model is so obese and diseased that it will make us 
treat life as a whole with an abstracted model where effect precedes causes, where experiences do not need to linger in the experience. And we forget 
the fact that we are mortal human beings that live and die. This attitude of efficiency that precedes mortality is the result of strong subjectivity, strong 
individuality. When we seduce ourselves and others it happens in a type of moment where subjectivity is decreated on the other hand. It is those 
moments when I once again can see you living and breathing across the other side of the table from me; it is a moment of tender blushing before our 
memory of life, as when we were gazing upon the starry sky. Jean Baudrillard:

We seduce with weakness, never with strong powers. Seduction is never an investment, but a risk. Never a contract, but a pact. 
Never individual, but dual. Never psychological, but ritual. Never natural, but artificial. It’s no one’s strategy, but a destiny. We 
seduce with our death, with our vulnerability. 

If it at first made a sound like rain? I hear, I stand, I blush of forgetfulness and virginity. After all we will one day die and in the halo of seduction 
I choose to believe, what I believe could be anything: a painted finger nail, a dirty floor, a bath gone cold, making cut-out paper dolls, listening to 
operas, the golden minute is squealing, screeching. 

The existences that hovers in the thin air of absurdity could not stay up unless something gave them force, something that cannot 
be anything but a peculiar sense of belief.  Albert Camus 

Belief of absurdity is prayers of romance. In every case of moment of faith there is, probably, in some sense, a nostalgic element to it, a nostalgic 
sense of contradiction, it’s a contradition that in a way breaks off the chain of cause and consequence and the means-to-an-end-calculations. It seems 
obvious, that moments of faith have a moral content, but it seems uncertain, if they have moral value, since the content is not evaluated. Nostalgia 
is the grace of noise, and it is in this grace that we can replace effectivity with activity. The judgment made in moments of belief are always open 



for possibility of doing wrong. Since we don’t calculate, invest and determine effectivity there is a great chance to truly be expelled, laughed at. 
You often hear it being said that it is right to do wrong. Someone once told me how he is trying hard to do something awkward with style, and that 
people in the end would love it. To do wrong is not just a mean to an end, it is a possible result that throws us out in disgrace and we’ll be laughed 
at. There it ends. To do wrong is thus wrong. In the nihilistic effectivity of the individual self, the “wrong” is a lower-case wrong. That’s where the 
city has no outside. There is nothing outside of the social spectacle that creates and supports the individual self. This nihilism is characterized by 
that kind of being that Simone de Beauvoir calls “being-for-the-world”, or the kind of behavior Nietzsche calls re-acting. In the sense of belief on 
the other hand there is no self, and there is no valuation of mockery or dishonor, therefore the “wrong” could be a upper-case Wrong, and it would 
rather be a type of being that Beauvoir would call “being-against-the-world” and the attitude that Nietzsche would describe as acting. It’s in the 
grace of nostalgia and absurdity that we act rather than merely re-act, and it’s in this meaning we can replace effectivity with activity, and it’s only 
by acting we can actually attack our self, which is sort of a criteria for being able to be in the halo of the grace of absurdity. 

And why not, why not attack your own name. Why not let hazy causes precede effects. This sense of belief condenses the transparency into a noisy 
thickness. The seduction of belief blesses us with slowness and a dirty sunlight. At the end of the day we do not shout to God, we don’t wait for 
recognition, there is no last anointing, we wear our uselessness like a crown. The belief has no subjective “I” to attach recognition on to – lightning 
does not flash, as Nietzsche said. Lightning! Belief! Our subject was never a shining pearl glowing in itself, it was lost in the sea, we were Judas, 
laughed at, and we disappeared in the ocean. Our crucifixion was forgotten. Black is the sky and no voices are calling. The stormy sea smashes 
against the rocks at the bottom of the ocean – lullaby’s the since long abandoned sea shells against the rocks. 

SAPPHO, Fragment 31: 

I am dead – or almost 

I seem to me 

But all is to be dared, 

because even a person of poverty... 

Posing is my starry night reflection. Posing is the distorted echo of the city, the stillborn memory, it is the scent of lost perfume, it is the monad of 
the nomad. Posing is not the shape of origami, and does not raise such a shape, posing is always in the fold (cf. Le pli, Gilles Deleuze). The city 
is what is described as deep-thinking, and the fold operates as superficial thinking. The fold is on the surface. Origami is subjectifying, it’s a type 
of imagination, while posing is imagefication. Origami can be seen as the new model of the subject. Origami does not consist of many folds, the 
origami is constantly denying the fold, while the fold is constantly repelled by the shape of origami. 

Posing is, my starry night reflection. Posing is not for revealing, or fixating, any type of self, and it is not for affirming a role of any kind. When you 
look at the starry night reflection it is not the sky of stars that you reach, what you reach is the forgetting of the totality of the city, this is what will 
strike you, not the stars in themselves. We do not remember outer space, rather we forget about city. But we do of course never turn our eyes at the 
skies because we want to forget the city, as if we were striving for it, we gaze at the skies because of some sort of desire or belief about whatever it 
may be, the shining stars and the lights, it’s a moment of belief and the consequence is a memory loss of the city, the consequence is not so much 
the image of the sky or whatever astronomical phenomenon there might be, the consequence is a graceful forgetfulness. We are not left with much 
more. There is a similarity here to the posing and its way of decreating the self, we do not want to forget the self, we turn our eyes into the pose 
because of a desire or belief for whatever it may be, in the same way we turned against the night sky, but as we gaze, we are given the direct con-
sequence of forgetfulness about the self. We are not left with fascination about the “roles”. It’s not a question of “virtuality or physicality”, there is 
less interest in that than in the question of warm or cold. Identity is not what is at stake, existence is not a grammatical issue!

Posing is not the sea shells, posing is the ocean waves and its never ending lullaby for the shells in the dark of the sea. Posing is when the mermaid 
is sitting on the rocks calling out her name to the shores across the sea, but posing is not the image of her body, posing is the wind pushing her voice 
back to herself; it is the waving wind that keep her in the contradiction of forever-longing and forever-forgetting.

Posing is my starry night reflection, it is the picture of the mermaid posing before the moon, it is the echo of the moon witnessing the mermaid as 
she witness the moon. I’m drenched in the picture, the picture of the mermaid drenched in the sea. And every day, I swim up to the shores, and on 
this rock, I pose. I pray, I prey, I clench my teeth in the halo of the moon, away from the ice cold stench of the sea. Here, in the virginity of faith, 
in this limbo of no-longer-being and not-yet-being. I’m not becoming-legs, I’m not remembering-mermaid. Not forgetting-legs, and not becom-
ing-mermaid. I did not pay my two coins to the boat-man, and I did not sign the contract with the evil sea-witch, and no matter what they will tell 
you, she is evil. Posing is the dis-identification of thinking. I could say something about the moon but I find no words. Oh reality… oh moon, where 
have you gone? Posing is Sisyphus pushing his rock; I grow legs every day. On this rock I believe in the moon, and I believe in the legs, and it’s 
equally beautiful. As the poem says: I could not love, except where Death, was mingling his, with Beauty’s breath.
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